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Duncairn Balanda

One should not pay pearl-price
for old velvets, or the chair which assists
the work of the skeleton, the scalloped mirror
basking in lustre after sunset.

Many doorbells had been out of order
for years. Despite the sold-off triangle
of land the gardens continued to be taxed
by the lucky owners of shoes.

A grey trembling flame left the ceilings
in profound darkness which gave them
a patriotic look, as if they were peppered
with handwritten letters, or fingers

seemed to walk across the breast.
Wrinkles in the elbow called memories
slept in our daytime clothes.
When the two ships were made fast

together, in a grotesque bouquet,
having twice changed the name
on her bow and stern, they started up
car engines to muffle the sounds to come.

A happy music during sad occasions.

When they poured perfume into their eyes,
and also ate snow, she healed their skin
with potato leaves and sugar,
hugging the fact that this was her house.
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Painting a Verb Half Golden

The horizon is in danger,
just off the real land grown on.
Thoughts rub against it and it aches
like a poisonous otherworldly
black star.

The wind blows between it
and the steep face of the wave
that changes the way my fingers
are and the feel of the lines
of my skin.

When blue was nothing
I let you turn my wrist white
and scorch my tongue to living silver
with your young gold:
I let a pretty red hold

me like salt on its side,
and when I was alone
blue’s opposite
left a naked grey
at the corner of my eye.

The coats of my eye
like a red-blue couple
recycle your shadow, mortal as words,
blue lying on the rose,
an inverted blue tree:

and next to your mouth,
though the rain does not paint softly,
the deepest pen-shaped groove
would be deliberately too light
for wine-press or pine-cone . . .
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The Gold that is Worn by God

The star or crown that an angel
once drew in the snow
is either not shown or trimmed away:

this lack of desire for snow
as what winter should be
I place around my wrist for safe keeping.

A skintight coat of mail.
And since it is said one does not age
in the time spent regarding the Host

will these false rains
of a pilgrim season
become voices again

in differing fields,
pressed against the back
of a god-coloured valley,

like a bed of white bronze
looking out through the rent
in a strawberry?
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The Nailflower

There are no paths where they are moving,
the whispering man with his blue heart,
and full-body halo of spiky juniper:
the woman made only of water and earth
who shields herself with her prayer book —

a cinnamon demureness, down the mannered
length of her arm, and one hand resting
on the other’s wrist like five outsize pearls.
Her neckline no lower than centimetres,
a silk even more sheer starts at midbreast,

each temple waiting for its feast day.
He tucks a nailflower into her olive belt
and, though the daytime sky is not yet overdark,
the twenty-seven minutes of music
through which their death is passing

seem a ten-day season to the more common
Christian angels in this orphaned painting:
even the last movement of the eyes
once the mirrors have been placed there
is nuptial-shaped as a triangle of sea.
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Sealed Composition

One learns only from those one loves.
— Goethe

It is a little like returning to life,
with a new spinal cord that reddens your throat,
your untended name, dreaming and probing,
seeing and testing the consolation
of new gospels.

The cloaked girl, all-too-human sharer
of his flaming tomb,
is flower-reading the transfigured
anti-city, lecturing on mercy, a lady
of the mind, his mind’s moated bride.

The seraph’s second wing
reverses the needle of happiness
at the wrist, a pilot-angel,
an epiphany in black anxiety,
he snaps his helmet shut on his face.

The slowest of heavens, going up
and down another’s stairway,
smothers their angelic ivory boat
in cold and intimate brown tones:
their dry lips find themselves on the reached shore.
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Carving Colour

I smoothed it too soon,
the fading has been absolute.
But it is more than its completeness,
larger against the sea as we have it here.

I polished a cruel material
to show its grain, stone shape
and no other shape, giving the wayward
creases an ennobling, classical skin.

My hand asleep and fully matter
is also a listening hand, my everyday tongue
recalls chains of words like pale blue
genuflecting holes

where autumn leaves have come to rest
firmly on the embroidery. The fox 
is now a blue ghostly patch
on the soul of the forest,

as if a year’s worth
of earth-coloured light
were breaking through the features
at its seemingly lowest points.
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